Curriculum Overview for Year 2 Autumn 2 2018
English

Art & Design

 Daily phonics sessions in phased  Wk1-4 – Traditional Tales with a
 Monday – Reading response
groups
Twist – Characters, openings and
activity (AM)
endings, settings, story maps.
Grammar, punctuation and
 Guided reading in small groups
Writing a blog as a traditional
spelling focus. (PM)
at least once a week.
tale
character.
Writing
our
own
 Tuesday –Short Write/Reading
 Handwriting practise – two to
twisted traditional tale based on
response
three times a week – secure
a model.
orientation, size and joins.
 Wednesday – Big Write
 Wk5-7 – Instruction writing –
 Individual reading with class
 Thursday – Grammar,
planning
and
drafting
teacher, teaching assistant and
punctuation and spelling focus
instructions for games and
parent helpers.
Friday – Spelling and
creative activities.
comprehension.
 Weekly spelling test on Fridays.
 Wk8 – Christmas themed writing.






Collage: Snowflakes and stars.
Collaging winter scenes.
Christmas cards and craft.
Developing the use of a sketchbook to collect
ideas and experiment.

Computing







Design & Technology


Online eSafety
Using technology safely
Understand how to keep personal information
safe online.
Know where to go for help and support when
they have concerns about content on the
internet or other technologies.
Link to Christian value – Trust
Link to English – A blog in the role as a
character from a traditional tale.

Geography

Christmas craft

Mathematics



Not taught this half-term

 Maths homework will be








completed in the new
workbooks.

Counting, Multiplication and
sorting
Fractions
Measurement – capacity and
volume
Money
Statistics
Time
Assess and review

Music

Science

History


Animals-Animal Survival and Growth
 Notice that humans have offspring which grow
into adults.
 Find out about and describe the basic needs of
humans for survival.
Health-How we Grow and Stay Healthy
 Describe the importance for humans of
exercise, eating the right amounts of different
types of food and hygiene.
 Understand that medicines can be useful when
we are ill.
 Understand that medicines can be harmful if
not used properly.




Christmas nativity and carols.
Continue with interactive recorder lessons.

Remembrance

Physical



Education

Tag Rugby led by South Ribble Sports
Development Team (Thursday)
Gymnastics led by Mrs Blakeman (Friday)

Religious







Education

Christmas: What is good news?
Why was the birth of Jesus good news?
How is good news told today?
What do angels do?
Christian Value: Trust
Nativity preparation

